
Cookie usage policy

Last change: 17.04.2023. 

Privacy Policy Use of our Web site describes the different types of cookies used
in connection with the website owned and controlled „Galleria business center“.
By accessing this site, you agree to the use of cookies in accordance with our
cookie  use  policy.  You  can  withdraw your  consent  and  disable  the  use  of
cookies at  any time in the  manner  described below. Disabling cookies may
affect some uses of this website and the services provided on the website.  

You have the option to agree to the use of cookies before entering the website.
These rules allow you to grant or deny consent for each category of cookies
(except Strictly Mandatory Cookies, which cannot be refused). 

This cookie policy does not apply and we are not responsible for the privacy
practices of third party websites that may be linked to this Website.

If you have additional questions, please contact us at    phiwa@phiwa.com   .  

About Cookies

Cookies are a standard feature of websites that allow us to store small amounts
of  data  on  your  computer  about  your  visit  to  our  site.  They  have  a  wide
application because they help the work of the site and increase efficiency by
recognizing and remembering information and thus make your use of the site
easier (through remembering your chosen settings). Cookies also help us find
out which parts of the site are useful and which need improvement, as well as to
provide you with targeted ads by tracking your use of the site. 

• First-party cookie and third-party cookie 

Cookies are downloaded from the Internet by your internet browser when you
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first visit the site. The next time you access a site from the same device, the
cookie and the information in it return to the site that collected them (First-party
cookie) or to another location to which they belong (Third-party cookie). 

Third-party cookie providers set when you are logged in to their site and visit
our site. We have no influence on the cookie settings on this website. Please
visit the websites of third party providers for more information on how they use
cookies. 

First- and third-party cookies allow websites to recognize whether you have
previously accessed our site using the same browser, and this in many cases
affects the content displayed. If you refuse to use all cookies, neither the first
nor third party cookies will be used. In that case, there will be no difference
between these two types of cookies. 

Please note that the cookie on the first page also includes the necessary cookies
for the website to function (their name is  \”Required\”),  which will  remain
active due to the fact that the website will not function without them. If you do
not wish to accept these cookies, please do not use our website. 

• Persistent and session cookies

Depending  on  the  expiration  date,  cookies  are  divided  into  \”permanent\”
or \”session\” cookies.

A persistent  cookie is  stored on your computer until  it  expires or until  you
remove  it.
The  session  cookie,  on  the  other  hand,  is  removed  when  you  close  your
browser. In addition to accepting cookies, when you visit our site as described
below, in general, you can choose whether to accept cookies by changing the
settings in your browser.

How Do We Use Cookies?

• Refusal to use cookies

You have the opportunity to agree to the use of cookies that will allow you to
use all the functions of our site without restriction when visiting our site.

You cannot  refuse  cookies called  \”Required\”. They are  necessary for  the



functioning of the website. If you do not wish to accept these cookies, please
do not use our website.

Rejecting other cookies may or may not affect your user experience and
functionality while using our site.

If  you  refuse  to  use  all  cookies,  the  first  and  third  party  cookies  will  be
deactivated (except for the required cookies described above). In addition, the
first  page cookies will be deleted (except for the required cookies described
above). We are unable to delete any third-party cookies. For this reason, you
must delete third-party cookies yourself.  This can only be done within your
browser settings (see next paragraph).

• Deactivate and / or remove cookies through your browser

If necessary, you can change the cookie settings in your internet browser. Your
browser allows you to change your cookie settings. Such settings are usually in
the  menu  of  your  Internet  browser  under  the  following
items: \”options\”, \”tools\” or \”preferences\”. You can also look at the \”help\”
item in the menu. Different browsers may use different mechanisms to disable
cookies. Visit the following links for more information on how to manage your
cookie settings:

Cookie settings in Internet Explorer

Cookie settings in Firefox

Cookie settings in Chrome

Cookie settings in Safari

When  it  comes  to  browser  settings,  the  same  principles  apply  to  deleting
previous cookies and deactivating new cookies. Please follow the appropriate
guidelines of your browser as described above.

There are also online tools for cleaning up all the cookies left by the websites
you have visited, such as  www.allaboutcookies.org.

When  you  visit  our  site  from another  computer,  you  need  to  change  your
settings again.

https://allaboutcookies.org/
https://support.apple.com/kb/index?q=cookies&src=globalnav_support&type=organic&page=search&locale=en_US
https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/95647?hl=en
https://support.mozilla.org/en-US/products/firefox/protect-your-privacy/cookies
https://support.microsoft.com/en-gb/windows/delete-and-manage-cookies-168dab11-0753-043d-7c16-ede5947fc64d


What cookies do we use?

Below are the different types of cookies that we and third parties use on the site:
These are cookies required and third party cookies.

Cookies needed

The necessary cookies provide functions without which you would not be able
to use this site.

These types of cookies contain information about the language you have chosen
as the primary, information about your decision to use cookies on our site, etc.
In particular, the use of these cookies for the purposes described above is based
on our justified efforts to ensure the proper technical functioning, access and
use  of  our  site  and  to  provide  you  with  the  services  you  have  expressly
requested. These cookies are necessary for the operation of the website and
cannot be turned off on our website. You can set your browser to block these
cookies or to warn you about them, but in that case some parts of the site may
not work.

Cookies used:

• pll_language – postavke za izabrani jezik Web sajta

• cookies_and_content_security_policy – informacije o Vašoj odluci o 
upotrebi kolačića na našem sajtu

Third party cookies

a.  Cookies for a better website experience – Experienced cookies.  These
cookies  collect  data  on  user  behavior  on  the  Website,  with  the  purpose  of
improving the experiential component of the Website (e.g. which parts of the
Website are visited most frequently). They do not collect information through
which they could identify the user.

Used cookies: Google (1P_JAR, ANIP, CGIC,DV,NIV,SNID)

b. Performance cookies – Statistical cookies are used to provide statistics on
the performance of  our  site  (eg for  counting visits,  source  of  visits).  These
cookies allow us to count visits and traffic sources so that we can measure and



improve site performance. They help us know which pages are the most and
least  popular  and  see  how  visitors  navigate  the  location.  All  information
collected by these cookies is aggregated and therefore anonymous. If you do not
allow these cookies, we will not know when you visited our location.

Used cookies: we do not use them at this time.

Note:  We will  soon launch Google Analytics,  which is used to monitor the
performance and attractiveness of the website. This service will generate this
type of cookie.

b. Targeted cookies – Marketing cookies are set through our location and set
by our advertising partners. They can be used by these companies to create a
profile of your interests and show you relevant ads in other locations.  They
work by uniquely identifying your browser and device.  If  you do not allow
these cookies, you will not experience our targeted ads on other websites.

Used cookies: we do not use them at this time.

Updating the cookie usage policy

If necessary, we make changes to the Policy on the use of cookies, which takes
effect when we publish it on our website.

We recommend that you periodically check this page to stay up to date with
possible changes. 
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